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Syntax Directed On-Line Recognition

of Cursive Writing

Yung Taek Kim

Introduction. Two dimensional input devices of the computing machines

:attract many new studies in the man-machine communication field.

Although a two dimensional computer input is very attractive, a limited

pattern recognition capability surely restricts its practical value.

For this reason, those works directed toward high dimensional interactive

computer studies in software as well as in hardware have been discouraged.

Various experiments have been performed in recognition of hand written,

single characters and symbols on two-dimensional computer input devices during

the past decade (2, 3). Experiments were also conducted in the recognition of

·connected words of handwirting, using, dictionary-driven word matching pro

grams for limited combinations of characters (2, 5).

In contrast, the object of the experiment reported here is to recognize arbitrary,

'handwritten connected words as well as single chara::ter. In order to achieve

this result, a different approach was required.

For the recognition of cursive writings without dictionaries or large tables,

the writing was cut at the middle point of each down cave of the writing, and

-a syntax was organized for these strokes using a hierarchical system which is

.determined by the characteristics of all characters.

A sementics is implemented for each level of hierarch to evaluate the char

-acteristics for more efficient discrimination at each lebel the hierarchy.

Stroke Naming and the Relative Position Coding. Each stroke was

-broken into several branches to code the direction of the branches for naming

-of the stroke.

As soon as the stroke changes its major direction, a new directional code is
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assigned, which is added to the previous code multiplied by ten; this is repeat·

ed until the coding of the entire stroke is completed.

Four diagonal major directions are used in this work, and they are defined

below:

if X and Y both decrase then Code=O;

if X decreases and Y increases then Code=l;

if X increases and Y decreases then Code=2;

if X and Y both increase then Code=3;

The horizontal stroke and short stroke were specially coded using 7 in this work.

In this procedure the stroke coding has less than six or seven digits because

normal hand writing stroke does not have more than five or six directional

changes.

In the program, the positions were named as following:

if normal sized then pocode= 1 else

if above positioned then pocode=2 else

if down positioned then pocode=3 else

if full sized then pocode=4 else then pocode=O;

Syntax for Cursive Writing Recognition. The group of strokes for each

level is selected by the stroke characteristics and stroke functions. The selection

is made such that a processing at a given level is indepenent of any lower level

process that may exist.

The highest level is processed first using its own strong characteristics with

highest reliability for recognition of the writing. Then. the next higher level is

processed in the same manner using its own characteristics with a high reliability

for the recognition and without further reference to any higher levels.

The other low level would follow the above routine for their individual

processing steps until all the strokes were processed.

The Baye's theorem (8) can analyze this organization of writing recognition

in terms of conditional probability. As long as the higher level keeps better

reliability, this syntactic organization would promise optimal reliability for the
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entire experiment.

In Table I the syntax specifications are shown using a list processing language

in a formalism similar to Bakus normal fonn Cl).

The first classification, second classification, third classification, fourth c1?.ss

ification, fifth classification, sixth classification, would form a complete routine

for writing recognition in case of the users who write well.

A correcting loop which includes the third and fourth classification is inserted

between the second classification and the fourth classification of the above

system to correct in third classification and fourth classification of the system.

A correcting loop is shown in the syntax specifications of Table I, and the

iteration idea is also shown in the entries of the specifications. The semantics is

expIaind in the next section.

TABLE 1

Syntax specification for handwriting recognition with self correcting loop'

(characters) :=(first classification) <second classification)

(correcting loop) (fifth classification)

<sixth classification)

:= (o-correction)I (b-correction)

:= (third classification) j (first classificarion)

(second classification)

:= (fourth classification)(first classification)

(second classification) (third classification)

:=(unique character)/(stairway character)

:= (intersecting character) j (pointed character>

:=(circled character)

-: -=.(frrst-fIXed character; - -----------

:= (osculated character)I (last·fixed character)

:=(relative character)
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:=::'z'

:='y' /'k' /,s'

:='x' /'k' /,t:

:=='i' /'l

:='a/,d' /'fi /'0' /,q'

:='b' /'c' /'1' /'f /,h' /,k' /'v' /,w'

:=:'m'I'n'

:='vj'w'

:='c' /'e' I'r! I'r' /,s' I'u' /,v' /'w' /'y'

From Table IT, the character's' or can be first side of any character having

-the children node as the next side of the character depending on the neighboring

-<:onditions.

The following list shows the summarized program for the priority in stroke

.combination and evaluation of the characteristics of each stroke for the tree of

.the stroke 30-1 as shown in Figure 1.

if SD(I)=30-1

and SD(I+I)=3G-1

check's' calling SCHEK

if true then CHA(I)='s'

if false then check ' v' at children nodes calling VCHEK

if true CHA(I)='w'

if false then CHA(I)='u'

.and SD(I+I)=30-3

check's' calling SCHEK

if ture then CHA(I)='s'

if false then CHA(I)=:'y'

=d SD(I+1)=3ll2-1 or 32-1

check's' calling SCHEK

if true then CHA(I)='s'

if false then check 'v' calling VCHEK
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if true then CHA(I)='v'

if false then check 'v' at childrein nodes calling VCHEK

if true then CHA(I)='w'

if false then CHA(I)='n'

The feedback theory for the stability of the software iterating system has

been implemented in this experiment during the organization of the syntax and

the criteria of the stability for itertive system is discussed in this section.

After the procedures of figure extraction, the program will start to recognize

the stroke combination as the character composition by checking the errors in

character recognition, and it would correct the rest of the information if any

error is found by the syntax anaIyzer.

The corrected information requires another iteration to check and possible

error and take new stroke combination for the recognition.

I 30-1 I 30-3 I 302-1 13102-1 I 32-1 I 320-} i 3202-1

I s I I~er Ice Ir I s r 'I r s

30-1 I u w Ip I u w I I uw I
30-3 Iy I Iy \ I Iy y

302-1 1 u v w [p i u v q I Iu v w I Iv

3102-1 I I I I I I I

32-} I uvw I lu vw I I I v

320-1 I Jp I I I I
3202-1 I I p I I I

I II

TABLE n. Stroke combinations for relative character

The number of iterations is decided by the error correcting algorithm.

To design a general system the stability of the hardware system may be

.checked by the Routh Cirteria (9).

For the self-corrective system by iteration, the stability will be designed by

the syntax organization, and the priority of the characteri8tics has to be studied
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r

30-1 30-3 302-1 32-1 3()-1 302-1 32()-! 3202-i 30-1 30-3 302-1 32-1 30-1 302-1 32-1

Figure 1. Tree organization for the relative stroke 30-1

for each stroke, and the level of error h$ to be qualified by the types of errors.

The hierarchical organization for such work is always complicated, but a good

solution gives alwayS a reliable recognition.
- .-

Self·Correcti~ by Iteration. The syntax organization for this system has

dealt with the error corrections of cutting algorithms and the error corrections

in stroke combination for character compositions.

The major types of error in this experiment are classified as the decision

error in relative discriminating routines.

The regular writing would match the bottom of each characl~r to the base

line of the writing except the strokes of positon code 3 and position code 4.

The iterative algorithm for this position coding routine cover the wider range

of writings which do not match the base lineol the writing.

Conclusions. The syntax-directed algorithm fot handwriting recognition was

constructed using self-correcting loops to cheek for writing errors and to correct

the errors made by normal writers. A simple experiment without feedback

loops for hand-writing recognition was constructed during the early period of

laboratory work and the recognition was highly reliable for writers who had

short trainining using the standard styles.

For more reliable recogn;tion for uneareful writers, the feedback loops were

implemented to eliminate the major failures in recognition by the first system.
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The recognition rate for the system with feed-back loops was quite relable and

the types of error which were the major errors in the early system were

eliminated, and the variations in allowable writings for normal users were

much broader.

To improve the recognition for all types of writing, a number of feedback

loops should be implemented. Such increased capability to recognize all types

of writing may be of limited value because of increased cost of operation.

The feedback loops were implemented in such a way as to widen the range of

users and also keep the efficiency of the program high.
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